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As from the start of Creation, God created and showed His perfect world (so no sin present), with our 
species, human, to consist simply of woman and man relation, with God always near or with them as 
they journeyed life. 
As Genesis does not expressly state and while everything was perfect in this world, God created 
another 3 guys and 100 females. 
 
From the beginning of time then, we can say design for hetero monogamous relationships was what it 
should be today. And the positive implications of keeping marriage exclusively like this is to create 
numbers and for the economic continuation of civilisation through birth, care for those that can’t 
maybe from an enderly generation, and for vivacity  of life. 
 
I’d also like to say that even though I believe in God, sometimes past generations with their lack of 
problems in certain areas, are overlooked. Eg how life was here and overseas in the 1900’s with 
marriage legally defined as this moment. 
 
Next point: the adoption, or forced adoption situations, create complications even for the Government 
and its agencies, as well as for the child who may realise this decades latter, so same sex marriages, 
might make the child feel at loss of their natural problem. 
 
It isn’t about a cost to benefit analysis, its about improving the livelihood of our Australian and 
international community. 
 
Yes, there are gays that want to be seen in marriages. But my social network believes strongly if 
same sex relations become condoned as  marriages, alot of values that have progressed society eg 
natural family units, defining sexual assault of gay, creating another imperfect situation, with more to 
counter at in the long term, is what will cost Australians, and long lived marriages. 
 
Last point, marriage is sometimes just seen as a legal contract. Alot of couples vow for life 
companionship, babies, and so forth, but creating a new meaning of marriage for instance resets alot 
of values that have brought happiness to families and couples. 
 
So NO. To Same sex marriage. 


